By MIKE LEFTON

The bazaar will be an experiment this year, but all planners have high hopes for its success. Ramon De La Guiria, a member of International Relations, expressed a common hope that the bazaar will become an annual affair.

A group interviewed believe that the bazaar will be successful because of the novelty of the atmosphere. The sales help supplied by the International Relations Club and International Hall will be decked out in exotic flair from the countries whose articles will be on sale.

FIRST YEAR

Proceeds from the sale of the goods will go to planning of group activities by the IRC, International Hall will use the money to buy equipment for the Hall, and the UCCN House Committee hopes to be able to buy a painting for the Art Gallery to be added to the permanent collection.

Register adds to pass-list fail

Registrar adds to pass-list fail

By TERRY OLESON

In seeming response to a student's letter of criticism, which was published in the Nov. 11 El Gaucho, several departments have expanded the number of pass/ failed courses which they are offering next semester, according to UCCN Registrar Theodore Harder.

In a letter to Senior Steve Barnes, the letter accused the faculty and administration of requiring the number of pass/failed courses for the next semester without explaining this change to the student.

"I checked through the Winter Schedule of Classes," Mr. Harder stated, "and found that he (Barnes) was right. Then I began to ask myself why there were fewer pass-fail courses."

During the week following Barnes' letter, other departments turned in lists of new courses that have recently been approved, arranged according to departments and courses.

"But there's a difference," he declared Harder in reference to Barnes' letter and the response of the various departments, but it does seem that way," Mr. Harder replies the sudden rush of letters expressing courses being offered to the irritation of the departments in scheduling their courses early enough for public information.

Friday, Sept. 2, copy concerning the change was due to all the individual departments' copy to be written up and sent back to each department by Sept. 12.

At this time, the departments could make any corrections that were still needed. The correct
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Letters to the Editor

EE staff writer clarifies criticism of 'rowdy ravers'

To the Editor:

With all this talk of 'college football week,' now and 'rew week,' it comes for attention that there is another sport on this campus that has been seriously overlooked, both in moral support and in overall recognition. This sport, which some people feel is not a sport and thus not important, is much more of a team effort than most people realize.

You have no doubt guessed (or have you guessed) that my team sport called 'blood and guts,' which in sophistication circles is known as cross-country.

Now the point I'm trying to get at is this: Why do more people not care enough about this sport to show up to cheer these guys on when they have home meets? If any team on this campus is 'big time,' it is this group of hard-working guys that spend not just a season slaving in afternoon workouts, but an entire year. I'm not trying to take anything away from the football players or other team sports on this campus, for they deserve all the recognition and support they get, but I'm trying to justify the lack of concern that this campus has for its trackmen.

This coming Wednesday (Nov. 23), the team travels to 'Frono for a regional race. This meet is the Camellia Bowl (the historic name) and the best chance for excellence of defending champions, 'people get hurt.'

To the Editor:

Behind my fellow bike riders, the stupidity of some of you, White, observed a fellow riding his bike along the walk east of the Music building, with no helmet, and facing the crossbar toward the building and his hands in such a position that he could not possibly reach his handle brake. Three hours later I witnessed an accident in front of the UCES. Chess? A bike rider who would not put his hands to the brake at all times, and I know that you will continue to publish newsworthy items. Unfortunately, not all news is good news.

GARY HANAUER

Irish still 'number one?'

To the Editor:

After reading the article on the Notre Dame-Michigan State game in the last issue from your sports editor, I have come to the conclusion that Notre Dame is probably the most important and unaffable of the four teams in the country by your standards.

True, Michigan State edged Notre Dame in the statistics column, but I would have to say that Bob Aplos was ready to go whenever his team was not out with an injury, although he sustained one earlier this year. Mr. Hyams seems to be trying to tell us that Michigan State is actually as great as Notre Dame by comparing how these two teams would hold up against Arizona State or Nebraska. This has nothing at all to do with these teams using last Saturday's game and determining who is number one in the four by your standards.

Why didn't the Irish go for a win in the last couple of seconds instead of sticking to the ground? Mr. Oleson said that Notre Dame was on their own, certainly not out with injuries. It is true that the injuries hadn't taken place, I'm sure that Michigan State would have been better. It is true that these injuries hadn't taken place, I'm sure that Michigan State would have been better than Notre Dame had they even come out for the game that they had a 7-0 lead.

In my estimation the Irish are still 'number one' and will always be so until it is proven that a better team than Notre Dame comes along.

CHUCK WHEELER
Freshman, Zoology

Leg Council doing something? C mon!

To the Editor:

I write this to publicly thank Miss Toni Grin for rescuing me from a state of euphoria. After reading the report of the Leg Council meeting, I was under the illusion that Leg Council had actually gotten something positive up and done something. Mr. Olson, that Leg Council had asked about parking! I should have known that this was too much to hope for; it is out of character for Leg Council to do anything as vigorous as "strike." As Miss Grin points out, and God bless Miss Grin, he never approves plans, or "merely approves plans," they "never even come to the floor," and the only way you can have done for you done me a great service. The only way you can be rewarded for giving us glimpses of the real Leg Council.

MICHAEI HILL
Junior, Political Science

Arrogant display seen by reader

To the Editor:

Recently I witnessed a most arrogant and nauseating display of childish immaturity by a student. The third professor to lecture in my Psychology I class happens to have the habit of constantly using words of complaint and sarcasm. Fellow students, apparently intimidated by having to listen to a foreign language class, seem to have the unique ability to consistently use words of complaint and sarcasm that irritate the third professor. In reaction, the third professor appears to have the unique ability to use his peculiar habit of Habit as a means to an end. He seems to appear bent on eliminating some restricted area, since he seems to be totally unconcerned about rules to tell them what is safe and what is dangerous.

Besides, the only way that is prevented might be your own.

SHERWOOD LAWRENCE
Senior, English
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Universal contract; 'Hell or high water'

GARY HANAUER
Staff Writer

Students in Isla Vista — living in both unsupervised and supervised housing — will hope

Announcements

CIRCLE K
Circle K will elect new officers at a meeting today at 6 p.m., at I.C. 4th 127.

DIVING CLUB
Skis and Scuba Diving Club will hold a meeting today at 50 Hill, at 7:00 p.m. For further information, contact Kathy Hess at 968-7219.

NAVAL HISTORY
"Monuments for Research in Naval History and Other Aspects of "Sea Power" will be the lecture topic of Admiral L.J. 133, Commander of of the Office of the Chief of Naval Opera-

tings, Department of Navy, who speaks today at 4:30 p.m. in Chem 117, sponsored by the History Department.

OBERLIN GROUP
Former Oberlin College students should contact Karen Bradstreet a64, phone 968-2216, for possible campus organization.

ORAL EXAM
The oral qualifying examination for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in History will be held for David Berman, 1970 at 7:00 p.m. in room 2201 of the Psychology Build-

ing. Interested faculty members are invited to attend.

SNOOPY SHIRTS
A.W.V. will be selling "Snoopy" size shirts through January 5th, Price: $2.75, Colors: White, Light Blue, Red, Light Blue, Yellow, Large of White Large. The size shirts will be available in the Isla Vista Thrift Shoppe in S11 1108, proceeds go for A.W.V. projects.

VETERANS
Any reserve student who has not yet received his O.R.T. must make sure the form is on file at the O.R.T. Office. If the form is not on file, he must contact the O.R.T. Office by phone.

WALLPAPER EDITOR
Wallpaper is looking for a new editor. All interested students should contact Ron Floyd at 968-3195, or Lessee 2216, as soon as possible.

HUSTLER'S HANDBOOK
NOW ON SALE

PINK BROCADE BOX WITH THE BIG SATIN BOW

917 STATE. PHONE 962-7627. FREE PARKING IN REAR
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‘The last giant’

The Department of Edu-

cational Television is presen-
																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																									
ting "The Last Giant" a program about the life and works of Mis-

celsing in tonight in North Hall Classroom: 1127, 1128, 1129, 2112, 2115, and 2216.

TOWN CAB

• Local Taxi Co.

• No Minimum

• Meter Rates

• 24 Hour Service

• Script Books

962-6811

THE BRIGHT
Christmas Store
WITH THE
BRIGHT Gift Ideas

LINGERIE
Robes
Sportswear
Accessories
Hosiery
Dresses
Cocktail
Suits and Coats
Jewelery
Handbags
Jewel Boxes

LET US GIFT WRAP YOUR SELECTIONS IN OUR BEAUTIFUL
PINK BROCADE BOX WITH THE BIG SATIN BOW

917 STATE. PHONE 962-7627. FREE PARKING IN REAR
Skalnik authors book on electrical engineering

John G. Skalnik, professor of engineering at UCSC, is co-author of a recently-published book in electrical engineering, "Theory and Applications of Active Devices (Van Nostrand Co.)."

The book is designed for use in the electronics series of an undergraduate curriculum. It gives special treatment to the transition from tube devices to transistorized circuits, with heavy emphasis on the latter. Covered in the new book are the theory of active-device operation, control and instrumentation systems, and methods of analysis of active circuits and the concept of their applications to active circuits in communications.

Dr. Skalnik's co-author are Dr. H.J. Reich of Yale University and Dr. H.L. Krasni of Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Dr. Skalnik was graduated from Oklahoma State University and received his master's and doctorate degrees from Yale University.

He was a member of the faculty of electrical engineering at Yale for 30 years before joining the staff of the College of Engineering at UCSC.

He is co-author of "Microwave Theory and Techniques" and "Microwave Principles."

Your Complete Stationery Store In Downtown Santa Barbara
EST. 1925
BANKS' STATIONERY
929 STATE
PH. 966-4177

EMPIRE TRAVEL SERVICE
995 MARKET STREET SAN FRANCISCO CA 94103
PHONE: 415 392-0811

OUR 4TH YEAR CHRISTMAS CHARTER FLIGHTS
HURRY! HURRY! SPACE IS LIMITED

ROUND TRIP FARE
OAK. to NEW YORK (DC 8 jet) $195.00
OAK. to CHICAGO (DC 7) $155.00

ALL FARES INCLUDE TAX

FLIGHT SCHEDULE
S.F. - New York - Dec. 16 return Jan. 2
S.F. - New York - Dec. 17 return Jan. 3
S.F. - Chicago - Dec. 16 return Jan. 2

RESERVATIONS ARE ACCEPTED ON FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS

FOR RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION - CALL OR WRITE:
CHARTER FLIGHTS
PHONE: 415-431-7335
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102
1312 MARKET STREET ENCLOGE PLEASE FIND $20.00 DEPOSIT FOR MY RESERVATION TO
NAME __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY _______________ STATE ___________ ZIP NO. ________

Job opportunity interviews set

1. PAUL & TROTTIN
   - Goldsboro, N.C.
   - 415-789-7891
   - Sales Manager, District Manager
   - Interview to be held on March 27, 1967

2. 3750 W. AVENUE
   - Los Angeles, Calif.
   - 310-555-5555
   - National Sales Manager
   - Interview to be held on March 28, 1967

3. H. W. BONNELL
   - Los Angeles, Calif.
   - 213-555-5555
   - Sales Manager
   - Interview to be held on March 29, 1967

4. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
   - Los Angeles, Calif.
   - 213-555-5555
   - General Manager
   - Interview to be held on March 30, 1967

Disco Fair Cleaners

Featuring
- Quality Cleaning
- Fast Service
- Expert Alterations

10% off on dry cleaning on our already low, low, discount prices to all U.S.C.S.B. students showing student identity cards

Disco Fair, Goleta, hours: 12-9 Monday to Friday 10-7 Saturday, Sunday

Hustler's Handbook
Now on Sale At Campus Bookstore

The University Religious Conference presents
ELIZABETH ERRO HVOLBOLL
in a Concert of Traditional Folk and Liturgical Music, First Methodist Church of Santa Barbara, November 29, 1966; 8:00 pm

Student Donation $1.00
Tickets at URC, 6518 El Greco Rd., I.V.
**The Arts**

**Stonecrop family showing in Ucen**

Anne Anderson, obblco and second-year phonise student in music performance, will present an informal recital of Baroque music. The program will include Sonatas in C Minor by G.P. Handel; Sonatas in A Major by Telemann; Sonatas in G Major by Locatelli; and Sonatas in F Major by Marcello. It is specifically designed to illustrate the instrumental styles of Baroque sonatas: the Telermann, representing the German; Locatelli, French; Marcello, Italian; and Marcello, a mixture of styles.

In the Handel sonata, a violinist will be used to double the harpsichord on the continuo part to emphasize the imitation between the two instruments.

Miss Anderson will be assisted by James Sperry, harpsichordist, and Susan Loven, violoncellist.

**Ondrejka conducts**

Visiting Professor Ronald Ondrejka will conduct the UCSB University Symphony Orchestra in its 1966-1967 debut in Campbell Hall, Friday at 8:30 p.m. Before recent appearances with the University Opera Orchestra,赵de was a conductor for the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra and has served as a substitute conductor for a number of symphony orchestras throughout the country.

The program will include a variety of works designed, according to Dr. Ondrejka, to fit the capabilities of the orchestra. Among the works to be presented are: "G prelude a l'apres-midi d'un faune," in which professional orchestras are often forced to use only one harp.

This tone poem, one of Debussy’s best-known orchestral works, was completed in 1894 and is a very fine representation of the poem of French Impressionism, "The Bell of the South." The high quality of the orchestra and the spirit and hard work of the orchestra members will contribute to a fine performance.

No admission will be charged,

**Variations within a single recital**

A recital will present an art display being exhibited in the halls of the University of California, Santa Barbara. The photographs were collected by Morgan, curator of botany at the San Diego Museum of Natural History, and are touring the country under the sponsorship of the Smithsonian Institution.

Stonecrop, as its name is known, and its relatives contain a thousand or more individual kinds of plants living in temperate regions, especially Mexico, the Mediterranean, eastern Asia, and South America.

Photographs can be seen as an exhibition of technical plant photography, but also by focusing on the inconspicuous details present, a study of pattern, symmetry and color result.

Instructional notes accompany the display.

**Recital features Baroque music**

**Not with my wife, you don’t!**

**And this co-hi - stay with me then, I want to get off**

**The Blue Max**

**George Peppard, James Mason, Ursula Andress**

**At the Old Madison, New Pk., 6:30 and 9:30 P.M.**

**Nightly at 8:15 - Sunday 7:30**

The Warner Bros.

**The shandless old lady**

**Also Peter Sellers**

*“Man in a Cocked Hat”*  

**Arlington**

**DAILY FROM 8 P.M. - PHONE 441-0912**  

**SAT, SUN, MON. 11 A.M. - 6 A.M.**

**THE FORL roses**

**Jason Roberts**

*“a thousand waves”*
Technocracy proposes tax elimination

(Continued from p. 1)
Karen Jensen, a senior at UCSB, Technocrats, as a boost­er to the technology and scientific tools of America, propose education "for all up to the age of 25."

NEW SYSTEM
While believers of the philo­sophy do not stress destro­uction of present systems, they do propose the elimination of politics, taxes, insurance, and mortgages. Instead, "we base our concepts on the distri­bution of abundance, rather than attack of scarcity," Jensen comments.

"Thought should be applied to objective reasoning. It's too personalized now," he notes. If competition and other facets of the capitalist system were eliminated, technocrats believe the road to technological Utopia would be open.

Franklin Roosevelt and Al Smith first popularized the theories of technocracy, in fact, before the New Deal the whole organization had published less than 12,000 words.

Jensen, a Denison-born vet­eran of Technocracy, Inc., be­lieves in progress in its concept of more than thirty years ago. At present, like the organiza­tion's founder, he is retired, "in dream content for, yet possesses no bitterness toward, Big Business." Jensen was a movie producer before his present interest in technocracy developed.

UNIQUE HAPPINESS?
When asked what people would do with the other 20 hours of the day, if working hours were reduced to only four hours, he replied that "We could use the time to truly pursue our happiness."

Thus, while Technocracy favors radical change in econom­ics and politics, they base their ideas on the original "Pursuit of Happiness" concept.

Also taken from the past is the symbol of the organisation: a half-filled circle called the monad. The Greeks and Chi­nese were among pioneers of the strange symbol.

"Dynamic balance of mo­tion," in the meaning of the monad, in essence, technocrats seek such a balance in the Con­tent, "Leveling the amount of energy now overwrought," Jensen emphasizes, "would be a start towards this balance."

GENERAL PLAN
While the only material, present proposal is that of with­drawal from Viet Nam, they do favor a future based on their philosophical concepts. A gen­eral "design" or "plan" to revitalize housing condi­tions, education, health, retire­ment, politics, and the existing money system, is being pro­moted by the technocrats.

Seemingly its proposals are broad and limited. On the other hand, Jensen reminds critics that the Continent is "an area of over 10 million square miles."

CONTROVERSY?
That's the name of the game on the

FORUM OF THE AIR

Broadcast Monday through Friday — 6PM to 7PM

KGUD -FM - 99.9 - Santa Barbara

LISTENER AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION!!!

- Listeners may telephone the program and have their views aired on controversial issues of the day as well as the specific topic of discussion for the evening — conversing on the air with either the program guest or the moderator.

- Audience is invited to participate in the program as the feature originates from

THE TIMBERS RESTAURANT
Highway 101 and Winchester Canyon Road
in the Rafter Room

Join in the intellectual stimulation of free discussion of subjects running the gamut of . . .

Viet Nam
John Birch Society
Legalized abortions
Capital punishment
That's how.
Future of the political parties
and a host of other subjects!

Let's hear from YOU on the "Forum of the Air!!"

P.S. And don't miss the "Prison of Socrates" folk music program on KGUD-FM Monday through Thursday with Chuck Lee with featured portion from the Nexus Club in Goleta.

CCRC meets tonight

Much can be learned through conversation about the attitudes of many Santa Barbara students toward minority group students and the impression this makes on those students.

Civil Rights Coordinating Committee and other inter­ested students are welcome to meet this evening about 6:30 in room 2284, several high school students from Santa Barbara have been invited to attend Jerry Abramson speaking class on animation. Afterwards there will be entertainment and refreshments in UCen 2284.

TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
I know how busy you are—studying, going to class, help­ing old grads find their dentures after Homecoming— but, hark, the Yuletide is almost upon us and it's time we turned our thoughts to Christmas shopping.

We'll start with the hardest gift problem of all: what to give the man who has everything. While believers of the philo­sophy do not stress destruction of present systems, they do propose the elimination of politics, taxes, insurance, and mortgages. Instead, "we base our concepts on the distribution of abundance, rather than attack of scarcity," Jensen comments.

Franklin Roosevelt and Al Smith first popularized the theories of technocracy, in fact, before the New Deal the whole organization had published less than 12,000 words.

Jensen, a Denison-born veteran of Technocracy, Inc., be­lieves in progress in its concept of more than thirty years ago. At present, like the organiza­tion's founder, he is retired, "in dream content for, yet possesses no bitterness toward, Big Business." Jensen was a movie producer before his present interest in technocracy developed.

UNIQUE HAPPINESS?
When asked what people would do with the other 20 hours of the day, if working hours were reduced to only four hours, he replied that "We could use the time to truly pursue our happiness."

Thus, while Technocracy favors radical change in econom­ics and politics, they base their ideas on the original "Pursuit of Happiness." concept.

Also taken from the past is the symbol of the organization: a half-filled circle called the monad. The Greeks and Chi­nese were among pioneers of the strange symbol.

"Dynamic balance of mo­tion," in the meaning of the monad, in essence, technocrats seek such a balance in the Con­tent, "Leveling the amount of energy now overwrought," Jensen emphasizes, "would be a start towards this balance."

GENERAL PLAN
While the only material, present proposal is that of with­drawal from Viet Nam, they do favor a future based on their philosophical concepts. A gen­eral "design" or "plan" to revitalize housing condi­tions, education, health, retire­ment, politics, and the existing money system, is being pro­moted by the technocrats.

Seemingly its proposals are broad and limited. On the other hand, Jensen reminds critics that the Continent is "an area of over 10 million square miles."
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Tricky trades could bring Dodgers a flag

by Dave Hyams

Sports Editor

Hey Dodger fans! While hiding time between classes, we've solved the 1967 Los Angeles Dodgers dilemma for you.

First of all, Maury Wills had to go, so that was done. Somebody had to fill the starting spot Kozak left, so that was done. And the Los Angeles has needed a third baseman longer than it's needed Northern California water, so that was done, too.

Not only that, but with two even trades involving key players, the Dodgers can once again win the National League pennant.

The third baseman and a good hitter in right after the next trade, LA will struggle to finish in the mirror. The second half is to put Ron Fairly and Ron Perranoski on a cross-town bus to Anaheim for Dean Chance. The haloweeners perpetually need a reliever and Fairly clutch hitting; with Alou in Chavez Ravine after the other trade Fairly became expendable to the Dodgers. Only one thing remains to be crossed Los Angeles after these deals; Tommy Dean, the rookie-to-be, April, will have to make it big at shortstop, or the load will fall on the slumping shoulders of John Kennedy and Dick Schofield, not to mention that the Dodgers will be stronger than ever before.

Imagine the lineup: Alou, Davis, Parker, lb

UP AND OVER—Senior guard Howie Drinn vibration, elected co-captain by his teammates, will be a key to Gauchos success. The season starts Thursday.

STUDENTS’ BASKETBALL TICKET PLAN ANNOUNCED

The limited seating capacity of UCSB’s Robertson Gymnasium will once again this year necessitate the use of a student ticket exchange procedure for all Gauchos home basketball games.

This plan is designed to allow students to pick up their individual game tickets in advance and alleviate the problem of people having to be turned away at the door on nights of games, will begin Wednesday (tomorrow) with tickets for the home opener against Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo) on Thursday, Dec. 1.

HALF THE GYM

A total of 1800 student tickets, representing half of the seating capacity of the gym, will be placed on exchange at the day prior to and the day of each of the 11 home games.

Students, must present their student body cards for validation in order to pick up the special ticket that will allow them admission to the student seating section. To afford ample opportunity for all students to attend, each individual student will be issued a maximum of two tickets per season in order to help underwrite the appearance of top names on UCSB.

The other date this season for which students will be charged is Saturday, Jan. 28, when the Gauchos meet the USC Trojans.

Lacey Lost

Edgar Lacey, one of the starting forwards on UCLA’s basketball team, has been lost for the season with a fractured left kneecap which caused him to miss the last season. Lacey, scored 245 points per season in order to help advance and alleviate the problem of UCSB’s Robertson Gymnasium will once again this year.

Lacey failed to recover from a fractured left kneecap which caused him to miss the last season. Lacey, scored 245 points per season in order to help advance and alleviate the problem of UCSB’s Robertson Gymnasium will once again this year.

Fres no... 103 10.3 1

UCSB... 2216 4.7 24

Mariners, usually the front UCSB contingent with a 22:05 race as captain, topped the two Fresno harriers also ducked under 22 minutes.

PACIFIC CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS

The limited seating capacity of UCSB’s Robertson Gymnasium will once again this year necessitate the use of a student ticket exchange procedure for all Gauchos home basketball games.

UCSB, although finishing no one higher than fourth, captured the team title with 75 points, nobsing out Seattle Pacific and Sacramento State at 76 each.

Final results figures, nosing out Seattle Pacific and Sacramento State at 76 each.

UCSB... 2216 4.7 24

Harriers 6th in Regionals

Santa Barbara finished a disappointing sixth in the NCAA Pac 10 Cross Country Regionals run last Wednesday at the Fresno State Lake Millerton course.

UC Davis, although finishing no one higher than fourth, captured the team title with 75 points, nobsing out Seattle Pacific and Sacramento State at 76 each.

Final results figures, nosing out Seattle Pacific and Sacramento State at 76 each.
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Contact with individuals is chief function of RA's

By DAVE COURT

(From One in a series)

"To everything there is a season," a time to be flexible, a time to be firm; a time to be friendly, a time to advise. This, in summation, seems to be what a Resident Assistant (RA) is all about.

According to Margaret Getman, Dean of Student Residents, "the guiding principle behind the idea of having RAs is a belief in the individual student living in the residence halls and a corresponding belief that each student should have some personal contact with someone who is knowledgeable about the University and student life."

To this end, an RA should be available to every student and should be an advisor to hall government. This, in turn, seems to be what a Resident Assistant (RA) is all about.

There are a number of RAs in the residence halls and should be an advisor to the residents don't assume the responsibility themselves.

200 APPLICANTS

There are 87 RAs in the RHA and in Isla Vista League (TVL) combined, averaging approximately 50 RAs per hall. Last year there were more than 200 applications for an RAship within the residence halls and when sign-ups starts at the beginning of the Winter Quarter, Richard Jensen, Assistant Dean of Men, expects to. have more.

With this abundance of applicants, a selection committee composed of five members of the Dean of Students staff considers every aspect of the applicant's personality, concentration on any one being more important than another.

Scholastically, according to Jensen, there is "no hard line. We have found that a person with a 2.2 can be a better RA than one with a 3.0.

Socially, Jensen commented that "we wouldn't select family friends, a person with a 2.2 can be a better RA than one with a 3.0, a time to be firm; a time to be friendly, a time to advise. This, in summation, seems to be what a Resident Assistant (RA) is all about.
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